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PRIVATE RIGHTS OF ACTION IN PRIVACY LAW

LAUREN HENRY SCHOLZ*

ABSTRACT

Many privacy advocates assume that the key to providing individuals with more privacy protection is strengthening the government’s power to directly sanction actors that hurt the privacy interests of citizens. This Article contests the conventional wisdom, arguing that private rights of action are essential for privacy regulation. First, I show how private rights of action make privacy law regimes more effective in general. Private rights of action are the most direct regulatory access point to the private sphere. They leverage private expertise and knowledge, create accountability through discovery, and have expressive value in creating privacy-protective norms. Then to illustrate the general principle, I provide examples of how private rights of action can improve privacy regulation in a suite of key modern privacy problems. We cannot afford to leave private rights of action out of privacy reform.
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INTRODUCTION

Federal privacy legislation in the United States is coming. This will place the United States in step with the global zeitgeist. In the past few years, many jurisdictions, including the European Union, Brazil, China, Canada, and Australia, have passed comprehensive privacy legislation. In 2018, California passed comprehensive privacy legislation—which has been influential beyond the state’s borders—and ten more states are on track to pass privacy legislation this year. Increased enforcement of consumer privacy rights in these jurisdictions has led industry to actively lobby Congress for federal legislation on privacy, seeking simplification of the patchwork of laws with which potentially regulated companies must comply. Industry is now on the same page as American consumer advocates who have long advocated for a federal privacy law. There is bipartisan political consensus around the need for federal privacy legislation.


legislation, with politicians of both parties concerned about abuse of power by Big Tech.\(^7\)

There is a great deal of consensus around the ground a federal privacy law should cover.\(^8\) Companies are amenable to an understanding that notice and choice are insufficient to delineate privacy rights in an interconnected world and even that fiduciary duties may exist between firms and consumers with respect to personal information.\(^9\) But two principal fault lines are holding up legislative action: preemption and private right of action.\(^10\) In privacy law, there is extensive scholarly debate on the question of preemption.\(^11\) By contrast, there is scant discussion of the need for expanding the ability of private actors to enforce privacy protections.\(^12\)

---

7. Schuler, supra note 1.
9. See generally Ari Ezra Waldman, The New Privacy Law, 55 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. ONLINE 19 (2021) (describing the evolution in corporate rhetoric about their privacy obligations from lassiez-faire ideology, which saw a need for only minimal notice and choice obligation at most, to today’s neoliberal rhetoric, which contends internal corporate compliance structures can protect privacy).
For example, Florida appeared to be on the verge of passing an ambitious and effective state privacy law, but disagreement over a private right of action stymied the bill. The Florida House passed a privacy bill that would have provided citizens with a set of substantive privacy rights, authorized the attorney general to police violations, and granted Florida citizens a private right of action. With the support of Governor Ron DeSantis, the bill passed the Florida House almost unanimously, 118-1. Many House members were eager to provide Floridians with protections against a technology sector they saw as exploitative and overreaching. Due to industry pressure, the House privacy bill died in the Senate. Instead, the Florida Senate passed a similar privacy bill sans private right of action. The House refused to pass the Senate version of the bill, and the legislation died. As one industry commentator observed: "the Florida bill died because the House and Senate could not align on a private right of action—in other words, an individual’s ability to sue a company for privacy damages. The Senate’s version of the
bill removed the private right of action, and House members clearly felt this left the law toothless." At the time of this writing, the debate is still ongoing. Debates like the one in Florida are happening throughout the country, so it is critical to understand what is at stake when privacy legislation includes—or omits—a private right of action.

In providing a framework for understanding the role of private enforcement in privacy regulation, this Article both fills an important gap in the legal literature and addresses a contemporary policy question. Private rights of action have two important benefits for privacy regulation.

First, private enforcement marshals the resources of the private sector to fund and provide information in dealing with this ubiquitous issue. Private enforcement and public enforcement are complements not substitutes. Addressing modern privacy problems requires productive redundancy—that is, providing legal avenues for both government and private parties to observe and challenge privacy-invasive practices. The hybrid approach has precedent in regulatory areas such as employment, civil rights, and consumer protection. The two avenues of enforcement reinforce each other.

18. Id.
21. I follow other commentators in characterizing the system of rules for use of a statutorily created private right of action as a “private enforcement regime.” E.g., Stephen B. Burbank, Sean Farhang & Herbert M. Kritzer, Private Enforcement, 17 LEWIS & CLARK L. REV. 637, 639 n.2 (2013) (“We use the phrase ‘private enforcement’ for both enforcement initiated by private parties but taken over by public officials as well as enforcement initiated and prosecuted by private parties. We use the phrase ‘private enforcement regime’ to refer to the system of rules that a legislature includes in its statutory design after deciding to include a private right of action.”).
22. See Zachary D. Clopton, Redundant Public-Private Enforcement, 69 VAND. L. REV. 285, 318-20 (2016) (establishing redundant public-private enforcement as common in the regulatory status quo and suggesting it as a proper strategy for regulating important interests); see also Elysa M. Dishman, Enforcement Piggybacking and Multistate Actions, 2019 BYU L. REV. 421, 424, 430 (“The multienforcer system provides accountability by allowing other enforcers to step in to remedy lackluster enforcement resulting from problems of agency capture, resource constraints, informational disadvantages, and political impediments.... When all enforcers focus their resources and efforts on large corporate targets, it deprives enforcement resources from other targets that may cause more localized harm but lack the deep-pockets to pay large fines or create splashy headlines.”).
The modern American administrative state is not capable of addressing an issue of information privacy's magnitude without support from private enforcement.

Second, private rights of action have expressive value that cannot be achieved through public regulation in the area of privacy. The nature of the right implies that an individual opportunity to be heard should be available. Privacy is a personal, dignitary right, so there should be some avenue for an individual to personally contest privacy violations. The ability to bring a claim is itself a recognition of the dignity of the plaintiff.

Understanding the key contributions of private enforcement to privacy regulation leads to several implications. First, because the success of a private enforcement regime is based on its actual availability, neither enforcement support nor dignitary concerns will be served by private rights of action that are in practice unavailable. Any private enforcement avenue should address access to justice concerns. Examples of provisions that increase the accessibility of litigation include fee-shifting arrangements and elevated remedies. Second, understanding what private enforcement contributes to privacy regulation allows stakeholders to understand what limits on private enforcement are possible without undermining the goals of a private right of action. Limited private rights of action, such as a right to explanation or a right to deletion, can relieve administrative agencies of the burdens of addressing smaller matters and affirm individual dignity. Several statutes have limited their application to larger companies, making sure the burden of enforcement falls on the companies most able to fund the public good of litigation on the topic. This is compatible with the aim of having a resilient private partner for public regulators in enforcement. But it does run afoul of the second function of private enforcement, which is to affirm the dignity of citizens by allowing them access to civil recourse when it comes to their personal right of privacy.

This last point reveals that the twin purposes of private enforcement that this Article has identified can be in tension. An individual plaintiff vindicating her own rights may not always have the public

interest in mind in how she chooses to resolve them. Private enforcement regimes tailored to provide support to public enforcement of matters of public concern may not always provide direct claims for relief for wronged citizens due to countervailing considerations. Lawmakers must consider both purposes of private enforcement in privacy regulation and balance accordingly between the two when considering the scope of private rights of action. For example, the dignitary interest may be more dominant for framing private enforcement of sexual privacy intrusions, whereas providing regulatory resilience may be more significant for private enforcement of anticompetitive data power claims.

The Article proceeds as follows. Part I shows that a hybrid enforcement regime—a regulatory regime that has both private and public enforcement avenues—is a more effective regime for privacy enforcement than purely public enforcement. Part II argues that the dignitary concerns implicated by privacy invasions independently counsel for the availability of civil recourse via private enforcement. Part III illustrates the critical role private rights of action can play in five important privacy problems of the day.

I. COMPARING PRIVATE, PUBLIC, AND HYBRID ENFORCEMENT OF PRIVACY LAW

Hybrid enforcement is needed for privacy regulation in the United States. The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) is “the largest and arguably the most important component of the U.S. privacy regulatory system.” Furthermore, Danielle Citron’s work shows that state attorneys general also play a key role in enforcing privacy law.

These public enforcers play a critical role in privacy regulation and should continue to do so. Yet private enforcement is necessary to support public enforcement. Private enforcement deters potential wrongdoers by allowing for a resilient avenue of enforcement, available even when agency funding or political will is lacking. It

also broadens and democratizes the public forum for sharing and analyzing disputes in the information economy beyond the limits of administrative agencies. Matters brought to light by private enforcers, even if they are unsuccessful in their efforts, can aid public enforcers in their regulatory choices.

Private rights of action have long been a prominent tool in American regulation. Since the mid-twentieth century, there has been increasing reliance on private rights of action to achieve regulatory goals. As Sean Farhang put it, in lieu of a European-style regulatory state, the American system has a litigation state. Enthusiasm for private rights of action crosses ideological lines, with conservatives and liberals alike seeking to use private enforcement to shore up important rights. Regulation in substantive areas that include both private rights of action and public enforcement have been dubbed “hybrid [enforcement] regimes.” These hybrid enforcement regimes exist in antitrust, securities, civil rights, employment, and consumer protection, among others. There is expressive value to giving individuals the right to seek relief from those that have wronged them that is not replicated in public enforcement. Yet, even if one doubts that private enforcement offers unique benefits, it is apparent that the public enforcement system in the United States is reliant for its effectiveness upon private enforcement systems in many areas of complex regulation. Absent a rehaul of our public administrative systems,
relying on public enforcement alone is unlikely to be as effective as a hybrid regime. 34

This Part will describe examples of public enforcement regimes in privacy law, then private enforcement regimes, pointing out the limitations of each. I will then show that the existing hybrid enforcement regimes in privacy regulation have proven more successful than regimes that choose just one avenue of enforcement, and suggest that the benefits of hybrid regulation provide an explanation for their greater success.

A. Public Enforcement Regimes

Three examples of privacy regulations that are publicly enforced are: the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), and the FTC’s authority to regulate “unfair and deceptive” business practices. 35

HIPAA provides rules and regulations governing how medical providers handle and process personal health information. 36 It creates civil and criminal penalties for wrongfully disclosing personal health information and authorizes the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to promulgate regulations to protect health privacy. 37 HHS and state attorneys general enforce the statute and corresponding regulations. 38 A recent empirical study of HIPAA enforcement actions showed that “HHS and state attorneys general focus their settlement and penalty efforts on cases involving groups ... of patients and insureds,” and usually do not take action on behalf of “individuals whose privacy and security rights have

34. See id. (crediting the success of Title VII to implementation through a private/public law regime).
37. 42 U.S.C. § 1320d-5 (“General penalty for failure to comply with requirements and standards”); id. § 1320d-6 (“Wrongful disclosure of individually identifiable health information”).
38. Id. § 1320d-6; Dodd v. Jones, 623 F.3d 563, 569 (8th Cir. 2010).
been violated."\textsuperscript{39} There is no private right of action under HIPAA's privacy rule for individuals whose health information is compromised.\textsuperscript{40}

COPPA limits personal information gathering from children under the age of thirteen on the internet.\textsuperscript{41} The statute directs the FTC to issue and enforce regulations against noncomplying companies.\textsuperscript{42} The FTC provides guidance on protecting children's privacy.\textsuperscript{43} Only the FTC and state attorneys general may bring enforcement actions against firms for COPPA violations.\textsuperscript{44} There is no private right of action for children whose personal information is compromised under COPPA regulations.\textsuperscript{45}

The Federal Trade Commission Act authorizes the FTC to regulate "unfair and deceptive acts or practices."\textsuperscript{46} Unlike HIPAA and COPPA, the FTC's authority to regulate these business practices is general, not limited to a particular sector or class of beneficiaries.\textsuperscript{47} A broad body of law has cropped up. However, because Congress granted this authority to the FTC, there is no private right for individuals to sue for unfair and deceptive practices under FTC guidance, precedent, and regulations.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{39} Stacey A. Tovino, \textit{A Timely Right to Privacy}, 104 IOWA L. REV. 1361, 1374-90 (2019).
\bibitem{40} Acara v. Banks, 470 F.3d 569, 571-72 (5th Cir. 2006) ("Every district court that has considered this issue is in agreement that the statute does not support a private right of action.").
\bibitem{41} 15 U.S.C. § 6501(1) (defining the term "child" to mean "an individual under the age of 13"); id. § 6501(10)(A) (stating that a "website ... directed to children" is "a commercial website or online service that is targeted to children ... or ... [a] portion of a commercial website or online service that is targeted to children").
\bibitem{42} Id. § 6502(b)(1).
\bibitem{45} \textit{See id.} (explaining how, although there is no private right of action under COPPA, plaintiffs have leveraged the FTC's COPPA actions to gain settlements under common law privacy tort theories).
\bibitem{47} Compare id. § 45, with 42 U.S.C. § 1320d-6, and FTC COPPA Compliance Plan, supra note 43.
\bibitem{48} \textit{A Brief Overview of the Federal Trade Commission's Investigative, Law Enforcement, and Rulemaking Authority}, FED. TRADE COMM’N app. B (May 2021), https://www.ftc.gov/
Under these three public privacy laws, a government actor discovers and takes action against private actors that violate statutory or regulatory privacy rules. The FTC has been the primary source of privacy regulation in the United States to date, with state attorneys general playing a significant supporting role. However, it also has significant limits. The FTC is a "norm entrepreneur," not police; its goal is not to take action against every violator of the rules, but to encourage every actor to improve their practices in reference to a relatively small number of actions. Some commentators argue that this system, without modifications, encourages capture and laxity. Others suggest the penalties carried by enforcement are simply too small. The FTC itself admits that it needs more resources to adequately regulate privacy. HIPAA and COPPA have had substantial problems adequately protecting health and children's privacy, respectively, and have been subject to extensive critiques on their basic effectiveness. Both programs

49. See supra notes 35-48 and accompanying text.
51. Citron, supra note 25, at 748, 750, 811 (empirical study describing the role state attorneys general play in privacy regulation).
52. See Hetcher, supra note 50, at 2045-46.
54. See, e.g., Solove & Hartzog, supra note 24, at 605-06.
suffer from being limited in scope due to sector and age limitations, and contain loopholes that enable actors in the industry to strategically evade coverage. For example, websites have been able to avoid the COPPA privacy regulations by simply requiring each user to claim they are over thirteen, without confirming the validity of the user’s purported age.

Public enforcement of privacy law simply has not proven expansive or resilient enough to create accountability and deter wrongful practices.

B. Private Enforcement Regimes

Three examples of private enforcement regimes in privacy law include the Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 (VPPA), state common law privacy torts, and trade secret law.

VPPA bars “video tape service provider[s] ... [from] knowingly disclos[ing] ... personally identifiable information concerning any consumer” to a third party. VPPA authorizes consumers to sue when a video tape service provider discloses personal information. Despite the statute’s reference to video tapes, it can and has been used by consumers to protect their privacy interest in protecting

---

57. Rothstein, supra note 56, at 352-53, 357.
58. Shannon Finnegan, Comment, How Facebook Beat the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act: A Look into the Continued Ineffectiveness of COPPA and How to Hold Social Media Sites Accountable in the Future, 50 SETON HALL L. REV. 827, 828 (2020). ("Ever since the ... [HIPAA] Privacy Rule took effect in 2003, it has been one of the most misunderstood and disrespected of federal regulations.” (footnotes omitted)).
60. See Solow-Niederman, supra note 12, at 619.
63. See, e.g., VPPA EPIC, supra note 59.
more modern forms of video consumption, such as streamed video feeds.  

Most states have adopted the Second Restatement of Torts’ privacy law torts. These torts include intrusion upon seclusion, appropriation of name or likeness, publicity given to private life, and publicity placing a person in a false light. Each of these torts has a series of elements and operates as a quasi-property right—that is, they are rights to exclude from access or use of information that spring from a specific relational context between parties.

Trade secret law gives owners of trade secrets a claim against those who wrongfully misappropriate protected information. The
Uniform Trade Secrets Act, adopted by the vast majority of states, defines a trade secret as:

information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, or process that: (i) derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure or use; and (ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

Trade secret law, then, grants companies a right to keep certain valuable information private. The Defend Trade Secrets Act (DTSA), the federal trade secret law, proffers a substantially identical definition of trade secret and misappropriation thereof.

Under a private enforcement regime, one individual sues another in court with a claim of right sounding in either statute or common law. The right to sue also creates the potential for parties to negotiate out of court. Most observers agree that the VPPA successfully protects privacy, although its scope is narrow. Trade
secret law covers a broad range of activity and successfully protects diverse interests of corporations.75 By contrast, most commentators find the privacy law torts protecting consumer privacy to be ineffective.76 What may account for this difference in effectiveness? One answer may be the superior ability of monied interests and repeat players to represent and defend their interests, but while this may be a salient issue, it is not unique to the protection of privacy.77

In the context of trade secret law, Sharon Sandeen persuasively argues that input from industry and practitioners in the development of a uniformly adopted state law of trade secret law distinguishes it from the four privacy torts, which are the brainchild of the reporter for the Restatement of Torts.78 Yet, one main difference distinguishes general privacy law from trade secret law: ease of proof of harm.79 Courts seem to have little trouble conceptualizing misappropriation of a trade secret as a harm.80 In trade secret cases, the plaintiff usually has purely commercial rather than dignitary goals.81 By contrast, in privacy cases, many courts have denied relief managed to weather the past forty years. Though the statute’s effectiveness, like that of any other statute, depends on reasonable judicial interpretation, the VPPA’s resilience despite technological and doctrinal changes indicates that the statute might prove an appropriate model for the next logical step in safeguarding the privacy of expressive activity: federal reader privacy legislation.”); Ann Stehling, Note, From Blockbuster to Mobile Apps—Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988 Continues to Protect the Digital Citizen, 70 SMU L. REV. 205, 210 (2017); VPPA EPIC, supra note 59 (“[The VPPA] stands as one of the strongest protections of consumer privacy against a specific form of data collection.”).


76. See, e.g., Solow-Niederman, supra note 12, at 614-18.


79. See Ryan Calo, Privacy Harm Exceptionalism, 12 COLO. TECH. L.J. 361, 361-62 (2014). See id. at 363-64 (noting that "some jurists and scholars expect privacy harm to overcome" an (impossibly) high bar).

80. See Deepa Varadarajan, The Trade Secret-Contract Interface, 103 IOWA L. REV. 1543
to plaintiffs on the basis that there was no source of relief available to the plaintiff based on their inability to show harm.\textsuperscript{82} Ryan Calo refers to courts' unique difficulty in finding harm in privacy intrusions as "privacy harm exceptionalism."\textsuperscript{83} I have argued elsewhere that one way to improve private enforcement of privacy claims is to make restitutionary relief available to plaintiffs, that is, relief measured by defendant's gain rather than plaintiff's loss.\textsuperscript{84}

Many federal courts employ procedural barriers to minimize access to justice for privacy invasions and dignitary harms more broadly.\textsuperscript{85} Public enforcement of privacy matters can occur without being stymied by judicial skepticism of dignitary harms. Finally, even to the extent that private enforcement actions reach the court, there is the worry that private litigants or their lawyers will choose to advance their own private interests without consideration of the public interest in transparency of privacy disputes or deterring future wrongful conduct.\textsuperscript{86} As a result, private enforcement without the support and legitimation of a public enforcer may struggle to be an ongoing source of deterrence for wrongdoers, as the common law privacy torts have.

C. Hybrid Enforcement Regimes

Hybrid enforcement regimes already exist in privacy law, and they have proven more effective than regimes that only use public enforcement. This Section describes and highlights the benefits of existing hybrid privacy regimes, distilling some general lessons for how to shape a hybrid enforcement regime for privacy laws.

The three most important examples of federal privacy statutes that have hybrid enforcement regimes are the Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA),\textsuperscript{87} the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA),\textsuperscript{88}
and the Driver Privacy Protection Act (DPPA). Edward Janger has observed that unlike the privacy torts, which are of a dignitary nature and seek primarily to compensate wronged individuals, these three laws "appear to be directed at using private parties as an adjunct to, or substitute for, public enforcement." He noted that each of the private enforcement actions was constructed with awareness that "recovering actual personal damages is not going to be a sufficient incentive to bring suit."

These laws have been largely successful in achieving concrete outcomes. TCPA limited abusive telemarketing practices, FCRA limited abuse of consumer credit files, and DPPA has effectively eliminated the use of drivers' records as a source of sensitive information. It is no accident they are all hybrid enforcement regimes. These laws all protect individuals from privacy invasions that may in each individual instance be relatively small, but the laws reflect Congress's judgment that these invasions should not occur.

Public actors can act where small stakes and long odds may make individual action less likely. Public actors are well-suited for addressing collective problems because class actions with small claims are increasingly unlikely to pass muster, so public avenues may be the better way to address collective problems. Furthermore, agencies can provide guidance and administer bright line rules,

faxes and certain types of automated calls. TCPA provides a private right of action. Individuals may sue for up to $500 for each violation or recover actual monetary loss, whichever is greater, and/or seek an injunction. In the event of a willful violation of the TCPA, a subscriber may sue for up to three times the damages.

88. 15 U.S.C. § 1681. FCRA regulates the collection, dissemination, and use of consumer information by credit agencies. FCRA provides a private right of action with actual, statutory, and punitive relief. Minimum statutory damages are $100, and actual damages are capped at $1,000, unless there was a "knowing" violation. The FCRA does not provide for equitable relief.

89. 18 U.S.C. § 2721. DPPA protects personal information collected by state motor vehicles departments from disclosure to other government officials and private parties. It creates a private right of action for knowing violations. The remedies available are substantial. The Act provides for payment of actual damages to the extent that they exceed $2,500, liquidated damages of $2,500 to the extent that the plaintiff is not able to prove greater damages, punitive damages for willful violations, an award of costs and reasonable attorney's fees, and equitable relief.


91. Id.

such as the TCPA’s Do-Not-Call Registry, administered by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), and provide ongoing guidance to industry.

While there are many advantages to public enforcement, the reality is public enforcers cannot address every instance of wrongful telemarketing or use of consumer data for credit. Private rights of action allow every wrong under a statute to be a potential subject of litigation. Thus, private actors provide the primary incentive for companies to comply and agencies to continue to enforce these laws in every interaction with every consumer. Privacy invasions are personal, and private rights of action allow individuals to seek relief even if public actors do not have the resources or desire to pursue that claim. Public actors are often limited in their ability to pursue action, and even when they do, it can be difficult for them to actually collect monetary relief on their claim. In its enforcement of the TCPA, the FCC has issued hundreds of millions of dollars in fines for robocalls but has only collected on a fraction.93 Private litigants are more likely to collect damages than a regulatory agency, which may make the threat of private suit more of a deterrent. While it is uncertain and potentially expensive to pursue a privacy claim, a small subset of dogged sticklers and their lawyers may decide to do so.94 The potential of running into such a stickler encourages companies to follow the rules just as much as the threat of a regulatory fine. And given the limits of regulatory action in our country, the stickler plaintiff with her private right of action feels more likely, and more painful if it were to occur, than regulatory oversight. As one court put it, the threat of punitive damages from a private right of action for erroneous reporting under “the FCRA is the primary factor deterring erroneous reporting by the credit reporting industry.”95 A handful of plaintiffs and cases, then, provide the essential public good of creating case law that helps us

callers-208-million-its-collected-6-790-11553770803 [https://perma.cc/N2W2-JFXT].

94. Yonathan A. Arbel & Roy Shapira, Theory of the Nudnik: The Future of Consumer Activism and What We Can Do to Stop It, 73 VAND. L. REV. 929, 931 (2020) (describing a “nudnik” as a particular type of fussy stickler consumer who forces companies to hold to their policies, and whose insistence has benefits to other, less litigious consumers).

understand how the law applies to changing circumstances.\textsuperscript{96} I say a handful simply because there are so many obstacles to succeeding on a privacy claim.\textsuperscript{97} Yet even if few cases are brought, and fewer are successful, the benefits of a private right of action hold because of their deterrence function. The looming threat of individual action from individual consumers is essential for actually making sure companies are held accountable to privacy laws. Even unsuccessful individual cases can draw the agency’s attention to problems. The public and private elements of a hybrid enforcement regime reinforce one another.

Legality shapes market and infrastructure practices. If the exercise of private rights of action incentivizes market actors to take privacy-enhancing behaviors by increasing the power of individuals to sanction non-privacy protective behavior, the reach of the law to protect privacy will extend further than if only public regulation is employed.\textsuperscript{98} Several empirical studies have shown that “discovery can unearth otherwise-hidden information on corporate misconduct and lead to internal corporate reforms.”\textsuperscript{99} Discovery plays a key role in corporate law.\textsuperscript{100} Joanna Schwartz observes that discovery forces firms to engage in “introspection” about their own practices and can lead to changes not mandated by judicial action or legal reform.\textsuperscript{101} Information revealed during discovery can also influence public discussions about reform.\textsuperscript{102}


\textsuperscript{102} See Gorga & Halberstam, \textit{supra} note 100, at 1427, 1495-96.
In addition to providing access to the private sphere, private actions provide access to private expertise. Many of the relevant incidents happening in the private sphere—based in new, quickly evolving technical practices—outpace public actors' capabilities and complicate privacy regulation. One of the reasons tendered for a lack of a federal omnibus privacy law is the lack of stable practices and public understanding of good policy in light of fast innovation, spawning fear of harming innovation in the service of protecting privacy. To some extent, the portrayal of technology as simply too complex and difficult to regulate is a strategy to avoid regulation. Yet, private enforcement is an essential tool for regulating technology.

Private enforcement brings interactions in the private sphere to the surface for evaluation by public actors. Without private enforcement, there is simply too much that is beyond the access and capability of the state's grasp. The state does not understand

103. See Commonwealth v. Pitt, 29 Mass. L. Rptr. 445, 452 (Super. Ct. 2012) (“The development of technology has long outpaced the development of our laws.”); In re Innovatio IP Ventures, LLC Pat. Litig., 886 F. Supp. 2d 888, 894 (N.D. Ill. 2012) (order granting pretrial declaratory judgment) (“Any tension between that conclusion and the public’s expectation of privacy is the product of the law’s constant struggle to keep up with changing technology. Five or ten years ago, sniffing technology might have been more difficult to obtain, and the court’s conclusion might have been different. But it is not the court’s job to update the law to provide protection for consumers against ever changing technology. Only Congress, after balancing any competing policy interests, can play that role.”); Felsher v. Univ. of Evansville, 755 N.E.2d 589, 591 (Ind. 2001) (“We live in an age when technology pushes us quickly ahead, and the law struggles to keep up. In this case, we encounter for the first time assumption of identity via the Internet. A number of existing statutes and common law precepts seem to serve surprisingly well in this dramatic new environment.”); see also discussion of privacy problems infra Part III.

104. Schwartz, supra note 11, at 913 (“Thus, there was considerable caution in the United States in the 1970s against a broad regulation of information use that would include the private and public sectors in one fell swoop. This orientation demonstrates an ideology that I term ‘regulatory parsimony.’ As the medical profession expresses the idea, ‘above all, do no harm.’”).

105. See, e.g., Kevin Maney, The Law Can’t Keep up with Technology … and That’s a Very Good Thing, NEWSWEEK (Oct. 31, 2015, 2:27 PM), https://www.newsweek.com/government-gets-slower-tech-gets-faster-389073 [https://perma.cc/5Y94-7NVT] (“Speed to critical mass turns out to be a great strategy in the face of rickety laws and oblivious lawmakers. The faster companies move, the less government can get in their way.”).

106. See Dion & Smith, supra note 98, at 257.


108. See id.
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enough about new technosocial practices to immediately determine how best to regulate them.\textsuperscript{109}

There is socioeconomic space and activity outside the sight of the state, which exists by design.\textsuperscript{110} Denying the state access to societal space, which I will call a “private sphere,” without express permission has many civil rights benefits in a liberal society.\textsuperscript{111} However, if the government cannot access the private sphere, it also cannot directly regulate wrongs that occur there. Some privacy violations are unlikely to be directly observed by the state, which makes private enforcement an essential tool for learning about these wrongs.

When I refer to a private sphere free from government surveillance and intervention, I mean that in two ways. First, I mean spaces and resources that government cannot access or observe.\textsuperscript{112} An example of this is a locked analog safe containing analog items on private property. Second, I mean spaces, information, and resources that may be visible to anyone but only interpretable by people with either proprietary interpretative tools, or highly specialized skills that only high-demand, highly compensated people in private industry tend to have.\textsuperscript{113} This makes government access impossible or highly unlikely, respectively, without private collaboration or a court order.\textsuperscript{114} Examples of this latter type of private

\begin{footnotesize} 
\begin{itemize}
\item 110. See Dagan & Dorfman, supra note 12, at 1416-17.
\item 111. See, e.g., Louise Marie Roth, The Right to Privacy Is Political: Power, the Boundary Between Public and Private, and Sexual Harassment, 24 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 45, 45-46 (1999). The precise scope of the private sphere is a contested concept in the literature. G. Alex Sinha, A Real-Property Model of Privacy, 68 DEPAUL L. REV. 567, 572 (2019). Some contest the usefulness of a notion of a private sphere in privacy law at all. E.g., Daniel J. Solove, Conceptualizing Privacy, 90 CALIF. L. REV. 1087, 1131-32 (2002) (observing that “the metaphor of space has significant limitations,” and that “[w]e can avoid allowing the metaphor of space to limit our understanding of privacy”). The skepticism of a private sphere parasites on the assumption of a pre-political private law that lacks rule of law considerations. See discussion infra Part III.E.
\item 112. See Roth, supra note 111, at 57-58 (arguing that the ability of the government to surveil divides the private and public spheres).
\item 114. See id. Some argue that collaborative governance is a way to bring private sector expertise into governance. E.g., Jody Freeman, Collaborative Governance in the Administrative State, 45 UCLA L. REV. 1, 76 (1997). Collaborative governance is defined as “[a]
sphere include an algorithm with public outputs, such as a search engine, a high-speed trading software, or an internet of things (IoT) smart product. While all can see the algorithm's designated output, individuals outside of the firm would face significant difficulties evaluating the algorithm's sources and determining whether its output reflects illegal or immoral intent on the part of its creators.

In both senses, the private sphere is particularly important to the regulation of privacy. Access to the private sphere is a prerequisite for addressing many privacy wrongs. Many invasions of privacy occur in private, where no outside party can observe what is happening in order to contest its wrongfulness, for example, a wrongful sale of consumer information between private parties. Expertise barriers are also salient in the area of privacy. Many novel data protection deficiencies and methods of digital market manipulation are too complicated for regulators to readily understand. Civil litigation brings practices to light that regulators may not even know to look for. What is more, translation through governance where one or more public agencies directly engage non-state stakeholders in a collective decision-making process that is formal, consensus-oriented, and deliberative and that aims to make or implement public policy or manage public programs or assets." Chris Ansell & Alison Gash, Collaborative Governance in Theory and Practice, 18 J. PUB. ADMIN. RSCH. & THEORY 543, 544 (2008). While expertise of this type is valuable, it is of a different character from expertise brought to bear on a specific dispute. LAHAV, supra note 107, at 56-61 (discussing the information value of litigation). The context of a dispute also changes the way information is presented and analyzed in a way that is more useful for democracy. Id. at 58 ("[L]itigation can combine the facts and the law to produce narratives and provide explanations for why past events occurred, frameworks for addressing hurtful incidents, and opportunities for healing as a result."). Furthermore, "in political discourse people can rely on misrepresentations, speculations, and hyperbole, but a trial is exacting and challenges such assertions." Id. at 66.


117. See, e.g., Roth, supra 111, at 63-67.

118. See Engler, supra note 109.

119. See id.

120. See LAHAV, supra note 107, at 57-58; see also Elizabeth Chamblee Burch & Alexandra D. Lahav, Information for the Common Good in Mass Torts, 70 DEPAUL L. REV. 345, 353-360 (2021) (describing examples of how transparency in tort litigation informed the public and regulators of hitherto unknown or poorly understood hazardous products and practices).
analogy of specialist information into generalist terms is the particular virtue of judges. It is important that these issues become cognizable to the public so that norms can emerge about what behavior is wrongful.

Private enforcement’s acute information-forcing and diagnostic analytical properties are necessary to undergird public law regulations. Many of the fact patterns and technical knowledge lawmakers need in order to regulate privacy are ensconced deep within the private sphere, and we need robust private enforcement of privacy law to flush them out.

The scope and resources of public enforcement paired with the potential for uncompromising, stickler private plaintiffs to insist on enforcing the law leads to ongoing, thoughtful enforcement of privacy law. Comparing the hybrid enforcement of privacy laws to purely public and purely private enforcement illustrates the wisdom of including both elements. Private enforcement has an important role to play in regulating newly possible, poorly understood phenomena because it allows for broad, resilient, innovative enforcement.


122. See Tun-Jen Chiang, The Information-Forcing Dilemma in Damages Law, 59 WM. & MARY L. REV. 81, 91-92 (2017) (discussing how, in litigation, burdens of proof serve as an “information-forcing mechanism,” and that without such burdens, courts would have no framework for acquiring evidence or making decisions); Alex Reinert, Pleading as Information-Forcing, 75 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 29-30 (2012) (“The classic justification for information-forcing rules, stemming from Ayres and Gertner’s analysis of contract law, is that they provide an incentive for the party with the best access to private information to disclose it to a contracting party or third parties. These information-forcing rules are meant, among other things, to decrease transaction costs for third parties.” (footnotes omitted)).


Private enforcement can be “a dramatically effective source of deterrence.”125 Accountability and deterrence are sorely needed in the privacy space. The struggles of the FTC in this space show that public enforcement has not proven an adequate check on unfair and deceptive privacy practices. A generic concern about private enforcement is overdeterrence,126 but when considering private rights of action it is important to consider the cause of action proposed and the specific regulatory context. Support for public enforcement is essential to ensure any real accountability for firms. A limited private right of action, for example a right to an explanation for an algorithm’s output, can serve many of the information forcing and deterrence functions extolled here. As Bruce Klaw has observed in the context of Federal Corrupt Practices Act private enforcement, “criminological research shows that likelihood of detection and subsequent sanction, rather than severity of sanction is the key determinate to deterrence.”127 Private rights of action need not be broad with extreme penalties to serve the functions of deterrence and additional regulatory coverage. Tailoring the private right of action through statutory framing or administrative guidance can influence the amount of private enforcement to attain the desired amount of deterrence.128

II. DIGNITY AND PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT

Private rights of action accord individuals the power to enforce their own rights, thereby affirming the dignitary status of


126. Matthew C. Stephenson, Public Regulation of Private Enforcement: The Case for Expanding the Role of Administrative Agencies, 91 VA. L. REV. 93, 114 (2005) (“Private rights of action can lead to inefficiently high levels of enforcement, causing waste of judicial resources and leading to excessive deterrence of socially beneficial activity.”).

127. Klaw, supra note 125, at 360.

128. FARHANG, supra note 28, at 21-31 (describing ways legislatures can exercise control over the amount of private litigation arising from a private right of action); see also Stephenson, supra note 126, at 96-96, 121-43 (arguing executive agencies should play an enhanced role in shaping private enforcement policy).
This Part contributes a framework for understanding private enforcement of privacy rights as essential. Private rights of action uniquely speak to the dignity of the citizen by putting power to contest wrongs in her hands and allowing the individual to construct claims as entitlements. Each of these specific implications is of particular importance in privacy regulation.

Private enforcement is significant for citizen engagement and identity. Private enforcement takes the form of a suit brought by one member of society against another, making a claim or right. The right to bring suit has meaning, and the reasonable expectation of the plaintiff’s success accentuates that right. Private law in its individual-to-individual, confrontational form speaks to the dignity and power of each citizen, as its origins as the sole source of rights for English citizens suggests. Individuals attach greater value to rights they possess versus interests provided at the sovereign’s leisure.

131. See Dagan & Dorfman, supra note 12, at 1416.
132. Id. at 1416-17.
134. See, e.g., Dagan & Dorfman, supra note 12, at 1416-22.
As Hanoch Dagan and Avihay Dorfman put it:

Since private law is the law of our horizontal interactions, its roles cannot properly be performed by any other legal field. Only private law can forge and sustain the variety of frameworks for interdependent interpersonal relationships that allow us to form and lead the conception of our lives. Only private law can cast these frameworks of relationships as interactions between free and equal individuals who respect each other for the persons they actually are and thereby vindicate our claims to relational justice from one another.\(^{138}\)

The form of private enforcement speaks to its unique function in a liberal society: it is not merely an incidental form of regulation, but a statement about the status of each person in our society.\(^{139}\)

The person, as a rights-bearer, is particularly important in privacy law.\(^{140}\) Some authors contend that ongoing relationships of trust between information-age firms and customers—in which opportunism, incentives, and options abound for the firm—create fiduciary duties to customers.\(^{141}\) The reconceptualization of the citizen in the information age as an agent with powers, rather than just a passive user, would have important social consequences.\(^{142}\) There has been much ink spilled on the problem of data protection exhaustion, the concept that citizens resign to having their data exploited as an inevitable consequence of existing in society.\(^{143}\) A

\(^{138}\) Dagan & Dorfman, supra note 12, at 1398.

\(^{139}\) See id.

\(^{140}\) See id. at 1397-98.

\(^{141}\) E.g., Lauren Henry Scholz, *Fiduciary Boilerplate: Locating Fiduciary Relationships in Information Age Consumer Transactions*, 46 J. CORP. L. 143, 144, 158-59 (2020).


private enforcement regime to give citizens meaningful options to contest data practices has benefits beyond altering the law. After all, many citizens lack the time or resources to pursue data protection claims, and if they do their efforts may not be successful. The expressive function of private enforcement increases individuals’ belief in their own agency as members of society and rights-bearers. Bolstering that sense of agency is important in the internet age—with respect to privacy in particular—because of its connection to the preconditions of liberal democracy. Through technology, small claims litigation may be made easier and cheaper for claimants.

Private rights of action avoid the problem of under-enforcement by an administrative agency leading to the nonenforcement of a right. Privacy invasions, like other torts, are too socially pervasive for one or even multiple administrative authorities to satisfactorily identify, investigate, and adjudicate in all instances.

and monitored by companies and the government with some regularity. It is such a common condition of modern life that roughly six-in-ten U.S. adults say they do not think it is possible to go through daily life without having data collected about them by companies or the government.


146. See Neil Richards, Intellectual Privacy: Rethinking Civil Liberties in the Digital Age 11 (2015) ("[P]rivacy [is] necessary to produce speech ... privacy has three essential elements—freedom of thought, the right to read freely, and the right to communicate in confidence.").


148. See Clopton, supra note 22, at 295-308.

This Part’s analysis leads to some broader conclusions for privacy advocates beyond simply the import of private rights of action in privacy legislation. In order for the benefits rehearsed here to accrue, there must be a practical means for individuals to bring cases.150 There are legal and practical barriers to bringing privacy lawsuits. To make private rights of action for privacy rights effective, the surrounding regime must support them.

The two principal legal barriers keeping privacy matters out of court are elevated harm requirements for privacy matters,151 and mandatory arbitration clauses in consumer contracts.162 Courts are often hesitant to deliver distributive justice if legislatures have been silent or ambivalent on an issue.153 Yet, if state legislatures and Congress take decisive action on privacy, that worry will dissipate.154 Judges could move away from interpretations that keep privacy matters out of court.155 Clear legislative instructions could also spur courts along this path.156

The practical barrier to privacy lawsuits comes, of course, at the expense of plaintiffs.157 Awarding attorney’s fees for successful plaintiffs, as is allowed by the Magnuson-Moss Warranty Act, could ameliorate this barrier.158

The next Part applies this general framework to individual privacy problems of the day to illustrate its relevance.

countless incidents of consumer misuse of products).

150. Cf. Kerry, supra note 142 (arguing that the lack of a practical means for individuals to bring privacy suits degrades individual rights).


152. See Graham, supra note 73.


154. But see Citron & Solove, supra note 151.

155. But see id.


III. PRIVATE ENFORCEMENT AND MODERN PRIVACY PROBLEMS

This Part addresses a suite of privacy issues in the modern information ecosystem. Showing how private enforcement can help address the major privacy problems of the day makes concrete the two independent justifications of Parts I and II: deterrence and citizen dignity, respectively. For each privacy issue, I outline the problem, evaluate the deterrence and dignity benefits of private enforcement, and discuss sector-specific challenges. The discussion of private enforcement’s role in regulating these privacy problems is intentionally cursory. The point is to model how the general justifications for private enforcement map onto addressing specific privacy problems.

A. Nonconsensual Pornography

Nonconsensual pornography, sometimes called revenge pornography, is the distribution of pornographic images of a person without their approval. The distributor intends to humiliate and harm the victim. Technological innovation facilitates this type of wrong. While individuals may have wished to embarrass others by distributing such images prior to the information age, the ability to publicly distribute and alter images and videos with ease has only been possible since the early 2000s. Victims of nonconsensual

159. See discussion supra Parts I-II.
160. Yanet Ruvalcaba & Asia A. Eaton, Nonconsensual Pornography Among U.S. Adults: A Sexual Scripts Framework on Victimization, Perpetration, and Health Correlates for Women and Men, 10 Psych. Violence 68, 68 (2020) (“Though the media has often used the term revenge porn to describe nonconsensual pornography, there are important distinctions between those two terms. First, revenge porn implies the dissemination of images for the purpose of humiliating or harming the victim. Nonconsensual pornography, however, is not always motivated by revenge. Second, the term revenge porn implies that the victim instigated the harm by doing something for which the perpetrator is seeking revenge, supporting rape myths that blame victims for their own abuse. For these reasons, and others, scholars and advocates tend not to use the term revenge porn.” (citations omitted)).
161. Id.
162. Id.
163. See Karolina Mania, The Legal Implications and Remedies Concerning Revenge Porn and Fake Porn: A Common Law Perspective, 24 Sexuality & Culture 2079, 2082 (2020) (providing a historical background of key moments in nonconsensual pornography, including an early example of reader photos accepted and published by Hustler in the early 1980s, some
pornography may be psychologically damaged and exposed to personal and professional losses. Women are disproportionately impacted by this type of wrong. Nonconsensual pornography is the most prominent of a family of practices that expose and modify the naked bodies and intimate details of people.

Although there is no federal statute on this topic, the vast majority of states have criminalized nonconsensual pornography, and many have also created civil private rights of action for victims. In 2013, only three states criminalized nonconsensual pornography. As of January 2022, forty-eight states and the District of Columbia have nonconsensual pornography laws.

In 2018, the Uniform Law Commission (ULC) approved the Uniform Civil Remedies for Unauthorized Disclosure of Intimate Images Act—model legislation that establishes civil remedies for victims of nonconsensual pornography, and “[a]bout a dozen state laws currently allow for a private right of action against those who disclose

of which turned out to have been submitted without the consent of the photo’s subject).


165. Lindsay Holcomb, The Role of Torts in the Fight Against Nonconsensual Pornography, 27 CARDOZO J. EQUAL RTS. & SOC. JUST. 261, 267 (2021) (“Ninety-three percent of the victims of nonconsensual porn are female, and images of women make up the vast majority of content posted on websites dedicated to nonconsensual pornography. Men are twice as likely to have shared nonconsensual porn than women, and women are 2.5 times as likely to have been threatened with nonconsensual porn.... Finally, nonconsensual porn is perpetrated against sexual minorities at rates slightly higher than against individuals who identify as heterosexual.” (footnotes omitted)).


167. A federal bill has been proposed, but it has not been passed. See Intimate Privacy Protection Act of 2016, H.R. 5896, 114th Cong.


169. See Franks, supra note 168, at 1255.

intimate images without consent.” The ULC underscored the importance of a private right of action in the Act’s preamble: “[w]hile criminal law can serve as an important deterrent and expression of social condemnation, civil law is better suited to compensate victims for the harm they have suffered.” Civil law allows victims to use the lower “preponderance of the evidence” standard inherent in civil cases to receive relief. Furthermore, victims can receive compensatory damages for mental distress and reputational harm from the wrong. More broadly, enabling victims to sue empowers the victims and allows them to take their fate into their own hands. Given the personal consequences and dignitary harm a victim of nonconsensual pornography faces, it seems unjust to allow whether the perpetrator sees justice to come down to whether an overburdened or unwilling prosecutor sees fit to take the case.

State nonconsensual pornography laws can target not only individuals who post nonconsensual pornography, but also—with more difficulty—websites and platforms that host nonconsensual pornography. Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act generally shields website hosts and providers from liability, but websites that actively encourage the behavior may be liable for nonconsensual pornography distribution.


173. Id.; see also Lesley Wexler, Jennifer K. Robbenolt & Colleen Murphy, #MeToo, Time’s Up, and Theories of Justice, 2019 U. ILL. L. REV. 45, 76-78 (describing the role money damages can play in psychologically making victims whole).


175. See Franks, supra note 168, at 1286-95 (describing the characteristics of state statutes with examples).


on nonconsensual pornography has led to changes in business practices outside the courtroom. These laws have led many platforms to revise their terms of service to prohibit nonconsensual pornography and to filter such content, notwithstanding the protection that section 230 provides platforms.\textsuperscript{178}

The widespread adoption of nonconsensual pornography legislation is one of the law's greatest expansions of the privacy interest in recent years. States recognized an important privacy interest and reinforced existing law to better protect it. Sexual privacy, although it has its own unique characteristics,\textsuperscript{179} is undoubtedly among the interests protected in the general genus of privacy.\textsuperscript{180} State legislation started out focused on criminalizing nonconsensual pornography, yet that has given way to a more recent trend of having civil private rights of action as well. The near-universal criminalization of nonconsensual pornography has given way to understanding nonconsensual pornography as a civil wrong as well. What's more, courts have declined to strike down nonconsensual pornography laws on First Amendment grounds.\textsuperscript{181} Nonconsensual pornography is an area of privacy law that has a clear positive trend.

\textsuperscript{178} See Bobby Chesney & Danielle Citron, \textit{Deep Fakes: A Looming Challenge for Privacy, Democracy, and National Security}, 107 CALIF. L. REV. 1753, 1764-65 (2019) ("For instance, content platforms have terms-of-service agreements, which ban certain forms of content based on companies' values. They experience pressure from, or adhere to legal mandates of, governments to block or filter certain information like hate speech or 'fake news.'" (footnotes omitted)); Franks, supra note 168, at 1278 ("In January 2015, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) issued a complaint and a proposed consent order against Craig Brittain, the owner of the (now defunct) revenge porn site Is Anybody Down. The complaint alleged that Brittain engaged in unlawful business practices by obtaining sexually explicit material of women through misrepresentation and deceit and disseminating this material for profit. According to the terms of the settlement, Brittain must destroy all such material and is barred from distributing such material in the future without the 'affirmative express consent in writing' of the individuals depicted. In doing so, the FTC effectively declared the business model of revenge porn sites to be unlawful—a tremendous vindication for the victims of nonconsensual pornography." (footnotes omitted)).

\textsuperscript{179} See generally Citron, supra note 174.

\textsuperscript{180} See Roni Rosenberg & Hadar Dancig-Rosenberg, \textit{Reconceptualizing Revenge Porn}, 63 ARIZ. L. REV. 199, 218-20 (2021) (arguing that nonconsensual pornography should be conceptualized as a sex offense, and not merely a privacy offense, but conceding that nonconsensual pornography is a privacy violation).

\textsuperscript{181} See, e.g., People v. Austin, 155 N.E.3d 439, 466, 472 (Ill. 2019), cert. denied, 141 S. Ct. 233 (2020).
Yet, privacy literature rarely highlights the success of non-consensual pornography legislation as a model for future effective privacy legislation. There are several possible reasons for this. I will focus on the two most likely. First, privacy scholarship has a near-unanimous skepticism of sectoral legislation. Legislators cannot anticipate all the forms privacy problems may take or even the sectors that will be most important to regulate. So, one may not look to nonconsensual pornography legislation as a blueprint because of concerns about its limited scope. Second, nonconsensual pornography is somewhat exceptional among privacy interests insofar as its visceral immediacy. Privacy law, in general, is plagued by the perception that privacy harms are based on subjective personal preferences. By contrast, there is deep-seated American cultural conservatism around nudity and sexual privacy. Thus, it proved easy to build political consensus around the need to protect this particular privacy interest, but there is skepticism that the path nonconsensual pornography legislation took could be followed by other privacy interests or a more general privacy interest. Yet, recent conversations about privacy have revealed that consensus on a more general right of privacy is possible. While only three

182. One, unfortunately, may be the tendency for scholarship not squarely addressing gender to ignore scholarship focusing on issues that predominately impact women. See Christopher A. Cotropia & Lee Petherbridge, Gender Disparity in Law Review Citation Rates, 59 WM. & MARY L. REV. 771, 777 (2018). Furthermore, women write most of the scholarship on nonconsensual pornography, and there is a proven bias in academia against citing articles by authors with female names. Id. at 771; cf. Katherine A. Mitchell, The Privacy Hierarchy: A Comparative Analysis of the Intimate Privacy Protection Act vs. the Geolocational Privacy and Surveillance Act, 73 U. MIA. L. REV. 569, 614 (2019) (“With the advent of legislative reform in the United States protecting women’s rights, the criminal legal landscape has dramatically changed. Yet, our country is still plagued by a lack of recognition for women’s rights to sexual, physical, and expressive autonomy—a fundamental flaw underlining the reason why there may be a societal lack of empathy for victims of nonconsensual pornography.”).


185. See Franks, supra note 168, at 1260 (discussing how there are generally negative perceptions about nudity and displays of sexual conduct).

186. But see Mitchell, supra note 182, at 572 (arguing that it is difficult to get non-consensual pornography legislation passed relative to more gender-neutral Geolocational Privacy and Surveillance (GPS) legislation).
states have passed privacy legislation, the majority of states are seriously exploring the prospect.\textsuperscript{187} What is stymieing legislation from passing is not a lack of agreement on whether there is a general privacy right but on how effective enforcement of that right should be.\textsuperscript{188} So the path of nonconsensual pornography in statehouses is instructive and encouraging for a more general privacy right at the state level.

Nonconsensual pornography legislation offers valuable lessons about the form privacy law should take if it is to succeed in protecting a privacy interest.\textsuperscript{189} An emphasis on private rights of action could further deter and prevent distribution of nonconsensual pornography. Of course, the rights of action further the interests of the victims, but having a civil action for individuals does more than this. One small claims case could draw attention to an issue with a platform. Private enforcement creates an additional avenue for society to have conversations about sexual misconduct.

Most significantly, the dignitary aspect of this wrong is predominant. Whether a victim of this abuse is able to seek relief should at least potentially come down to her choice, not the whim of a public servant. To the extent that there is conflict between deterrence and civil recourse goals of private enforcement, civil recourse should carry the day. Yet deterrence separately strongly calls for private enforcement, given the public interest in avoiding these wrongs from occurring in the first place.

B. Data Insecurity

The interconnectedness of devices via the internet has made information exponentially more vulnerable to theft and misappropriation.\textsuperscript{190} This includes highly sensitive information, such as medical information collected in real time from the body\textsuperscript{191} and physical

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{187} Klosowski, \textit{supra} note 35.
\item \textsuperscript{188} \textit{Id}.
\item \textsuperscript{189} \textit{See generally} Mitchell, \textit{supra} note 182, at 606 (noting the overlapping areas that other privacy issues have with nonconsensual pornography).
\item \textsuperscript{190} Max Meglio, Note, \textit{Embracing Insecurity: Harm Reduction Through a No-Fault Approach to Consumer Data Breach Litigation}, 61 B.C. L. REV. 1223, 1247-48 (2020).
\item \textsuperscript{191} \textit{See} Andrea M. Matwyshyn, \textit{The Internet of Bodies}, 61 WM. & MARY L. REV. 77, 81-86 (2019).
\end{itemize}
location data.\textsuperscript{192} Protecting data necessarily involves tradeoffs. For example, effective network security is often expensive and can diminish user experience.\textsuperscript{193} Moreover, because network intrusions are considered inevitable, industry has focused on cyber resilience—managing risk and mitigating the impact of intrusions.\textsuperscript{194} Companies weigh the costs of additional cybersecurity measures against the potential costs of an intrusion.\textsuperscript{195} As a result, many companies that offer consumer-facing devices, platforms, and databases underinvest in cybersecurity measures because of the low cost of consumer cybersecurity failures. Although data breach disclosure laws require companies to disclose data breaches impacting consumers, the lack of a private right of action insulates companies from the costs associated with data breaches that compromise consumer data.\textsuperscript{196} Under the status quo, companies are able to allow their users to absorb the costs of data breach failures because opportunities for seeking direct compensation for data breaches are highly limited.

Many highly publicized hacks of large consumer databases have exposed many people’s personal data.\textsuperscript{197} Victims of such hacks could...
face anything from financial damage, to humiliation, to longer-running harms.\textsuperscript{198} Data insecurity makes individuals vulnerable not only to private actors but to governments as well. The U.S. government and others take full advantage of the porous information society ecosystem to learn about citizens for the purposes of public safety, crime prevention, and perhaps other, less wholesome purposes.\textsuperscript{199}

Since the early 2000s, states have enacted data breach laws that provide public law enforcement with mechanisms intended to protect consumers' personal information.\textsuperscript{200} Generally, such laws require companies maintaining consumer data to employ reasonable security practices and to notify consumers and state enforcement authorities when consumer data has been compromised.\textsuperscript{201} However, they have failed to encourage companies to increase their standard of care at the pace at which hackers are improving their hacking techniques.\textsuperscript{202}

In response to these concerns, some commentators have recently proposed support for public law regulations.\textsuperscript{203} Some of these proposals advocate for new causes of action to be awarded due to the inadequacy of current tort and contract law to describe the nature of the threat represented by data insecurity.\textsuperscript{204} Others argue that the main obstacle facing plaintiffs is the difficulty of proving harm and find that—rather than new causes of action—new ways of formalizing and recognizing the harm presented by data insecurity are needed.\textsuperscript{205} There are also intermediate approaches. For example,
Will McGeveran has suggested that existing law points toward a quasi-fiduciary duty of firms, which he calls “data custodians,” to provide data security to individuals who have data in their charge.206

All of these proposals share an understanding that merely forcing companies to announce data breaches and subjecting them to public actions from state attorneys general is insufficient to prevent data insecurity. However, informational asymmetries create adverse incentive structures that lead to widespread data insecurity. Data breach notification laws rely on companies to report data breaches to consumers and state authorities.207 Although these laws typically define “data breach,” the company is left to make the initial determination as to whether a security incident requires public disclosure.208 Such a regime presents the risk that companies may conceal borderline security events that come close, but not quite, to the level requiring disclosure. There is little incentive for firms to take initiative to invest in data security beyond public law standards. This is because most private actions against parties for data insecurity fail for lack of harm or lack of a case or controversy.209 The reputational harm from data insecurity exists, but the evidence is mixed as to whether pure reputational harm influences the behavior of firms.210

Private enforcement fills this incentive lacuna by encouraging companies to protect consumer data even if it is possible to conceal their security failures from the regulator.211 Imagine if failure to provide adequate data security could be considered a tort (or failure of some other legal obligation, perhaps in contract).212 Because Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) has become the norm,213 instead of selling or licensing software, most companies simply pay to use
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software owned and hosted by another firm.\textsuperscript{214} In effect, SaaS concentrates responsibility for data security in a smaller number of firms. One of the advantages of SaaS is that data security liability can be contractually assigned to the SaaS provider.\textsuperscript{215} Because the downstream firm (purchaser of SaaS) would face exposure to liability if the data security practices of the upstream firm were poor, the downstream firm would have the incentive to do due diligence and acquire appropriate insurance.\textsuperscript{216} Having poor data security practices, then, would cost the SaaS provider business.\textsuperscript{217} This would create an incentive to have strong data security practices outside of and parallel to data breach notification public law legislation. The private and public law avenues are mutually reinforcing, but note the essential nature of the private right of action.\textsuperscript{218} A private right of action creates an incentive for private actors with more information and expertise about the relevant technology to hold each other accountable without the need to disclose their practices to the public.

Tort law imposes strict liability to discourage reckless behavior by forcing private actors to take every possible precaution.\textsuperscript{219} Strict liability could be a powerful tool for preventing consumer exploitation from data leakage and data trafficking.\textsuperscript{220} There is a great deal of precedent for this approach. The law imposes strict liability for dangerous items with long-ranging implications in other areas of the private law, including toxic torts\textsuperscript{221} and products liability.\textsuperscript{222} Databases pose predictable dangers to society, both when breached
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and when used as designed. Danielle Citron has compared databases to reservoirs in the industrial age, arguing by analogy that data security breaches should trigger strict liability. Peter Ormerod has gone further, suggesting that any information misuse violation also warrants strict liability. That is not just the result of public legislation but also private law that keeps actors in society accountable to each other in order to preserve the dignity of the individual in all aspects of her life. This shows the centrality of private law in regulating privacy. Without strict liability for data security harms, it is likely we will continue to see slipshod data practices. Both the deterrence and dignitary justifications for private enforcement are present in motivating data security regulation. On the one hand, overall deterrence of data security practices is the aim of such regulation. But individuals can also face significant personal harms from data insecurity, and should not feel powerless to defend their personal information.

C. Data Power

Market power in the information age presents concerns that antitrust law is not competent to address without support from other forms of regulation. A series of articles has attacked the status quo in the technology sector for promoting undue concentration of capabilities in the hands of a small group of companies. Controlling a large database of granular consumer data accords the few owners of such databases powerful and unique abilities. These capabilities are critical for the current day and even more important
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for our future. Artifical Intelligence (AI) and machine learning are important resources and only look to become more important with time. The basic tools for machine learning and AI are taught to every computer science student at the college level. But machine learning is only as strong as the size of its training set. Without access to the databases that the Big Five technology companies control, there are limits to the quality of output even the best coded machines can produce. Current methods of AI and machine learning development rely on large banks of data. Therefore, the companies that have the most data will get the best results and be able to develop higher quality AI and machine learning applications and products. So the possession of data creates dividends for entering new industries and will continue to dominate in the future, unless the basic method by which AI and machine learning changes.

There are major economic implications of the combination of influence and outsized ability to innovate that big players in the information economy currently enjoy. Orla Lynskey argues that, due to these specific characteristics, it is more useful to refer to data
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power in this context rather than the more generic term “market power.” I agree and will use the term throughout this Article.

Data power allows tech giants to act as gatekeepers in the information economy, empowering them to set norms for consumers and policies for downstream companies. Even governments take advantage of the influence of companies with data power to achieve regulatory goals in the area of data protection. Business models in the information economy are based on a “grow fast or die” model, in contrast to the industrial age model of incremental growth. Modern startups aim to grow fast enough to attract the attention of one of the larger companies in order to be purchased. Only in rare hypergrowth situations do even successful companies become worthy of continuing in their own right. A startup company that looks to be able to profitably stand on its own even in the medium run is “a unicorn”—a whimsical way to convey its extreme unlikelihood. Because few information-economy firms even hope or intend to continue in perpetuity, maintaining relationships with companies with more data power becomes critically important. A startup’s prospects of seriously competing against the most data-powerful companies are grim. If one has a useful and popular application that would benefit from stronger AI, the current market incentivizes attempting to be acquired by Alphabet or Amazon rather than trying to build from scratch the type of information mine those
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companies already have. This type of incentive explains why the United States acknowledges many utilities as “natural” monopolies and regulates these monopolies accordingly. It simply does not make any economic sense for multiple companies to run powerlines through the same community—it is more efficient to pool resources. Because of this similarity, some argue that a similar regime may be needed for companies with major data power.

As the Cambridge Analytica scandal illustrates, the rise of the platform economy means that the influence of data power goes beyond the mere exercise of power of the actor with data power. If another company can leverage or siphon off the abilities of the monopolist, negative outcomes could arise outside the interests of the actor with market power itself. The existence of data power, then, creates a certain type of threat because once it is there, it can be leveraged by anyone who gains access to it. If antitrust law does not lead to the breakup of companies with data power—and even if it does—data power may have many of the characteristics of
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public utilities and should be regulated more like utilities and utility-like industries. That is, legislators should not hesitate to provide specific rules that companies with data power must apply in order to serve the public interest, much like they do with banks, utilities, and other industries with major concentration that citizens must use to survive.

Data power, like other forms of market power, is a strange beast because it is not inherently bad to have just one provider of a given service, or just one actor in control of a resource. Problems arise because the monopolist, given that no other actor is in a position to stop her, can take advantage of her position by offering higher prices or lower-quality goods. Also, absent the threat of competition, a monopolist lacks the incentive to innovate and provide better services. Instead, the monopolist is more inclined to expend resources suppressing and acquiring competition. After the Gilded Age highlighted the dangers of an economy dominated by companies with market power, Congress enacted antitrust laws to protect consumers from exploitation and to provide would-be competitors an opportunity to compete.

Several authors pointedly compare the rise of technology companies with data power over the past two decades to the Gilded Age, dubbing it the New Gilded Age. And indeed, one can observe both negative characteristics described above in the current operating of major information-economy firms. Consider the data protection
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policy of the Big Five’s email and messaging services. There is no option to refuse to have your data processed or shared with partner companies. While some argue that consumers love getting free services and accept the “cost” of invasive data practices, that argument presumes a free market. If we presume market power, there is another, market-power-oriented reason for the availability of information services that do not provide much data protection. When the price stays the same (free), offering a lower-quality product is the equivalent of charging a higher price than the free market would offer. It is the ability of the actor with market power to demand more of the public than a free market would permit. Secondly, we also see the Big Five working to buy their competition. Absorption is one way of holding true competition and innovation in check. What is more, some observers note that the rate of actual change in experience presented by technology has slowed over the past ten to fifteen years relative to the 1990s and early 2000s. This coincides with the rise of a set of firms with serious data power.
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Antitrust law is a hybrid enforcement regime, including a private right of action for parties impacted by unfair competition, providing for treble damages for successful cases in order to enhance deterrence. The Supreme Court has specifically noted the significance of deterrence in the reason for this measurement of relief. A 2008 empirical study of forty cases showed that private enforcement was a key source of deterrence for anticompetitive behavior, noting: “almost half of the underlying violations were first uncovered by private attorneys, not government enforcers, and that litigation in many other cases had a mixed public/private origin.” The authors concluded that private enforcement likely does more to deter anticompetitive conduct than public enforcement.

As of the early 2000s, the Supreme Court has sought to limit private enforcement in antitrust law. Notably, in 2004, in *Verizon Communications, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko*, the Court worried about the cost of false positives in antitrust litigation, and the dangers of potential “chilling effects” to industry. The increasing concentration of the technology industry counsels reconsideration of this skepticism of private enforcement in antitrust. Privacy is among the key dignitary concerns that commentators flag to provide personal data at zero price).
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when concerns are raised about data power. While deterrence is traditionally preeminent in rationales for private antitrust enforcement, compensation and retribution for other firms effected are a powerful alternate rationale for private enforcement of antitrust. Nicholas Cornell has recently articulated a justification for private enforcement of antitrust as a "form of accountability between parties," showing how public regulatory law can give rise to "private moral grievances."\(^{281}\)

**D. Digital Market Manipulation**

Digital market manipulation is using personal information to unilaterally determine citizens' preferences and behaviors. Ryan Calo showed that digital market manipulation substantively differs from pre-information age forms of persuasion in three ways: (1) "the mass production of bias' through big data," (2) "the possibility of far greater consumer intelligence through 'disclosure ratcheting,'" and (3) "the move from ends-based to means-based ad targeting and interface design."\(^{283}\) Advanced methods called "dark patterns" intensify the ability of applications designed to manipulate consumers. "Dark patterns are user interface design choices that benefit an online service by coercing, steering, or deceiving users into making unintended and potentially harmful decisions."\(^{285}\) Brett Frischmann
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\(^{284}\) See Jamie Luguri & Lior Jacob Strahilevitz, *Shining a Light on Dark Patterns*, 13 J. LEGAL ANALYSIS 43, 43-44 (2021) ("[The article] discusses the results of the authors' two large-scale experiments in which representative samples of American consumers were exposed to dark patterns.... [Based on their findings, the authors concluded] [m]any dark patterns appear to violate federal and state laws restricting the use of unfair and deceptive practices in trade.").

and Evan Selinger describe the extensive intervention in consumer behavior as inducing humans to behave like “simple machines,” without the people so shaped even realizing it. The most famous instance of this is the Cambridge Analytica scandal of 2017. The ability of private elites to influence citizen opinions is not new and may be inevitable to some degree. Yet there are concerns that the granular degree of control companies have over what individuals see and experience could enable an unprecedented degree of effective mind control with the potential to undermine democracy.

Private enforcement enables individuals to wield the law when they determine that their legal rights have been violated. Public enforcement is removed from the lived relationship between parties in society. The adversarial nature of the American justice system allows for the ongoing analysis and evolution of the nature and character of violation of the rights and responsibilities members of society have against one another.

These procedural inputs are of fundamental importance in the case of digital market manipulation. Unlike, for example, salesmanship versus fraud, there is not a common cultural baseline that
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allows individuals to intuitively understand the difference between digital market manipulation and puffery.\textsuperscript{293}

The limit of public enforcement in the case of techno-social engineering comes from several characteristics of the administrative state. The extent to which government can understand social norms without the facts and context presented in cases between individuals is limited.\textsuperscript{294} As many technological applications are developed outside of government, private individuals and firms will often have a superior understanding of the first-level functionings of the technology and the second-order social workings of that technology.\textsuperscript{295} An example of these two levels can be found in the workings of the popular social media platform Twitter. Twitter has a variety of complicated coding and moderation characteristics mostly unavailable to the public; these characteristics represent the first-level technical functionings that may be difficult for government actors to understand.\textsuperscript{296} Customers’ practical use of the application comprises the second-order social level. The Twitter search function using “hash” emerged organically among users, not from the central programming of the app.\textsuperscript{297}

As long as the boundaries of digital market manipulation are in flux, companies that control platforms can, to the extent possible, shield themselves from direct regulation and government scrutiny.\textsuperscript{298} Such companies have an incentive to prevent the development of disadvantageous rules. While some writers have shown optimism about the command and control structure in digital
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regulation, effective digital regulation requires a real-world understanding of social-technical practices. Although adversarial litigation and arbitration do not perfectly simulate the features of new norms and technologies, public regulation relies substantially on material produced by interest groups, which is hardly more objective. Government does not have a seat at the table in day-to-day development of technology and social practices, and the organic disputes that arise therefrom. Thus, without the support of private enforcement, the government’s direct understanding of and stake in such disputes is limited.

Digital market manipulation puts the average citizen at the mercy of internet commerce companies, and subjects the citizen to arbitrary power by the platform owner. Private enforcement would give the citizen some right of private action against the company for interfering with her self-determination and exposing her privacy invasions and data insecurity. This right could take the form of increased tort liability that cannot be disclaimed, implied contractual obligations that cannot be disclaimed, or some form of fiduciary duty owed by the company to the consumer.

Digital market manipulation could lead to major economic losses to individuals. According private rights of action to pursue them would provide an additional incentive to companies to avoid manipulative conduct, even when state regulatory bodies are overwhelmed or inactive. Furthermore, when a citizen feels wronged by a company’s manipulative practice, according them the right to pursue their own claims, even if public regulatory bodies are disinterested in doing so, accords dignity to the citizen while pragmatically giving her the opportunity to seek relief when she has been wronged. Overall, discouraging manipulation in markets encourages markets based on actual consumer preferences rather than smoke and mirrors, which is better for society overall, as well as the progress of innovation.
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E. Government Surveillance

Government surveillance refers to the increased ability of government to surveil citizens. The classic rule of law formulation states that citizens have a right to be free of arbitrary exercise of power. Yet, the government’s increasing access to personal information could effectively enable government to influence and control citizens. Even commentators less worried about private-sector manipulation have expressed concerns about government wielding unchecked access to personal information about every citizen. For example, following a deadly terrorist attack in 2015, the Department of Justice sought access to a suspect’s encrypted iPhone. Apple, a public company with direct relationships with consumers, bristled at the reputational harm from publicly turning over customers’ information to the government. Cases such as this highlight the intertwined relationship between private corporations and the government. As long as private actors have information or relationships that could be useful to the government, the government will pressure those private actors to share that information. Even powerful companies such as Apple have an incentive to cooperate with government investigations and informal agency oversight to avoid backlash in the form of unfavorable legislative or policy decisions. Ultimately, no private actor can match the
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government’s power; this asymmetry is by design. The fundamental purpose of government involves bringing all nongovernment actors under the state’s control—at least to some degree.\(^{312}\)

Though the Fourth Amendment limits the government’s ability to perform searches and seizures, in many cases, the third party disclosure rule allows the government to access indirectly what it cannot directly.\(^{313}\) Even assuming arguendo that reputation serves as a check against private-sector privacy abuses, such a check does not apply to the federal government’s potential privacy violations. This is because, as the Snowden disclosures revealed, many of the court determinations permitting federal access to personal information data are—by design—not public.\(^{314}\) However, many of the most significant data traffickers with broad-based information about every American are not even public-facing entities in direct contract with consumers, so they also do not face reputational concerns.\(^{315}\) A handful of magistrate judges, keenly worried about the potential impropriety of the government accessing too much information, have erected somewhat higher standards for government access to privately held information.\(^{316}\)

When it comes to privacy and data security threats, private and public actors are a two-headed monster. One inevitably feeds the
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other, and both are inextricably linked, because under the third-party
document, government agencies can usually demand access to most
information a company has. Modern practices have it that
third parties collectively hold most information about the average
person. So in order to truly eradicate a certain type of privacy risk
to citizens, a comprehensive approach—incorporating both public
and private enforcement—is required. The laws governing private
actors’ informational transactions necessarily shape and limit the
government’s reach, because the government can obtain data from
private parties that it could not legally access directly. Much of
this transfer can even happen outside of the formal channels of
warrant acquisition. The only real way to prevent the government
from acquiring a certain type of information is to limit private
actors’ ability to acquire such information, or to put certain limi-
tations on their acquisition, such as data minimization policy.

The possibility that public actors may access private actors’ data
stockpiles is one of several reasons why private parties should not
possess powers that threaten the rule of law. If our goal is to
prevent the state from accessing certain data sources, private
enforcement must inhibit the compilation of such data. Otherwise,
public law alone cannot prevent the state from exercising the same
powers that animate rule of law concerns when the government acts
or acquires directly. Private enforcement claims that discourage
“collect-it-all” databases would also limit the government’s ability
to be parasitic on those databases. Examples of potential private
rights of action include a negligence action against a provider whose
policies insufficiently protected user data, or a breach of the implied
duty of good faith if appropriate representations about data security
were made between two contracting parties.
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commentators have suggested novel tort private rights of actions against actors with poor data security practices.325

Limiting private actors’ ability to exert arbitrary power directly on consumers also prevents the government’s ability to exert arbitrary power indirectly through private actors.326 Limiting a private company’s ability to exert arbitrary power not only prevents that company from exploiting consumers directly but also prevents the government from exploiting consumers through companies.

CONCLUSION

Private rights of action have a critical role to play in privacy regulation. If legislators and stakeholders want privacy laws to make a difference, private enforcement of privacy rights is imperative. Privacy laws will lack effectiveness without private litigants adding accountability through public pressure and additional enforcement. Private rights of action are a fixture in regulating many complex and pervasive areas of life and commerce, and indeed have been included in several of the most effective federal privacy laws. The importance, complexity, and prevalence of privacy issues in society makes hybrid enforcement necessary for resilient privacy regulation.

In addition to increasing the effectiveness of the law, private rights of action make the content of the law more responsive to social and technological realities by allowing judicial decisions to develop nuance in the application of legislation. Pleadings, motion practice, and discovery allow the deliberative, public processing of information about privacy practices and encourages a public conversation about and processing of privacy norms.

Finally, private enforcement honors the common law roots of privacy in the United States. In their influential article that was the first to describe the right to privacy in American law, Louis Brandeis and Samuel Warren characterized privacy as a dignitary right possessed by each person in their personality, which flowed directly from our common law tradition.327 It would be wrong to
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deny an individual the power to enforce such a bedrock right simply because a public agency declined to enforce it. The concept of privacy, taken seriously, should allow individuals the opportunity to contest privacy wrongs through legal process. The question of whether to make a claim based on a dignitary right in one's personality should not come down to an agency's decision. According individuals the power to vindicate their privacy rights would be an important step towards creating an information society that recognizes and values citizens.

Concerns about private enforcement leading to too much deterrence should be addressed in light of these two independent justifications for private enforcement. Such concerns may lead lawmakers to offer limited private enforcement or limit relief. But the drastic act of providing no private enforcement avenue at all for new privacy laws has the potential to doom their success from the start.